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EDITH DINING TABLE | SOLID TEAK | 220CM

Designed with a fusion of modernist and minimalist
principles, this table embodies simplicity and
functionality, making it the perfect gathering place for
cherished moments spent with loved ones.



The sleek and contemporary design of the Vivonne Dining
Table adds a touch of elegance to any dining area, while its
premium teak construction guarantees both beauty and
resilience. Whether you're hosting intimate dinners with loved
ones or entertaining friends for a lavish feast, this table provides
the perfect setting for unforgettable dining experiences.

VIVONNE DINING TABLE | SOLID TEAK | 220CM



BLYTH DINING TABLE | SOLID TEAK | 240CM

With its classic and minimalist
design, the 'Blyth Dining Table'
embodies timelessness. The
graceful curves of its tabletop
seamlessly merge with
meticulously crafted legs,
creating an illusion of
weightlessness while ensuring
steadfast stability – an essential
for any lively dinner party.
Sized perfectly for a comfortable
ten seat  arrangement (or eight
with some space).



BROOKLYN  SIDEBOARD | SOLID TEAK | 210CM

With an emphasis on simplicity, beauty, and functionality, the
'Brooklyn Sideboard' takes inspiration from Scandi and Mid-
Century design. This roomy sideboard can hold 200+ bottles of
wine, your finest china or your favourite cocktail ingredients.
Whatever you choose to store in the 'Brooklyn Sideboard', you
can rest assured that it will be safe within the confines of this solid
and beautiful piece of furniture.



More than just a storage unit, the Grange Sideboard offers versatile
functionality to enhance your living space. With four doors providing
generous storage space, it's the perfect home for your wine collection,
vinyl records, cocktail ingredients, or any other cherished belongings
you wish to keep within easy reach.

GRANGE SIDEBOARD | SOLID TEAK | 200CM



LORNE LOUNGE CHAIR | SOLID TEAK | RATTAN

BROOKLYN LOUNGE CHAIR | BOUCLE FABRICGLADYS LOUNGE CHAIR | 100% LEATHER

Perfect for lounging in style or adding a statement
piece to your living space, this chair embodies the
essence of modernist design with its clean lines and
minimalist silhouette.



FRANKIE DINING CHAIR | SOLID TEAK 

FRANKIE IN LEATHER DINING CHAIR | 100% LEATHER LEXI IN LEATHER DINING CHAIR | 100% LEATHER

LEXI DINING CHAIR | SOLID TEAK 



HAZEL FLOOR LAMP | SOLID TEAK | 135CM

Inspired by the simplicity and elegance of modernist
aesthetics, the Hazel Floor Lamp features a series of wooden
balls meticulously stacked upon each other, creating a
visually captivating composition.

HAZEL TABLE LAMP | SOLID TEAK | 48CM

With its distinctive silhouette
reminiscent of delicately
balanced wooden orbs, the
Hazel Table Lamp commands
attention as a focal point in
any setting. 



INNES BOOKSHELF | SOLID TEAK | 300CM

A a masterpiece of modernist
design and functional artistry.
Crafted from solid teak, this
floor shelving unit transcends
the ordinary, serving as both a
striking centrepiece and a
practical storage solution.

Designed to be more than
just a piece of furniture, this
coffee table embodies the art
of relaxation. Its smooth,
unadorned surface invites you
to unwind and enjoy
moments of tranquillity.

ELLIOT COFFEE TABLE | SOLID TEAK | 100CM



Pricelist *
Edith Dining Table - $2599
Vivonne Dining Table - $2599
Blytth Dining Table - $3499

Lexi Dining Chair - $519
Lexi In Leather Dining Chair - $579
Frankie Dining Chair - $549
Frankie In Leather Dining Chair - $649

Brooklyn Sideboard - $2799
Grange Sideboard - $2499

Gladys Lounge Chair - $790
Brooklyn Loung Chair - $1499
Lorne Lounge Chair - $689

Hazel Floor Lamp - $899
Hazel Table Lamp - $399

Elliot Coffee Table - $999

Innes Bookshelf - $2999

* Pricing valid as of 23rd April 2024 
   and may vary from time to time
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